
Specification Sheet 

The Phenom Programming Interface (PPI) is a must-have for 
any customer that wants to integrate their Phenom desktop 
SEM into a production process or for creating a customized 
solution.

Based on open standards, it is now possible to control any part 

of the phenom desktop SeM. Stage, navigation camera and 

SeM controls can be accessed using this phenom programming 

interface. When purchasing ppi a detailed online manual with 

examples and a complete list of commands are available. an 

extensive faQ and email support from the phenom-World 

software team are available to successfully realize your goals.

ppi works via the network interface of the phenom. a pc or 

laptop running your own software environment can connect to 

the phenom to control the instrument and acquire images. the 

phenom is accessible via a standard Soap WebService which 

is supported in all major programming languages.  ppi comes 

with a custom c++ library which makes integration with your 

own applications a breeze and which can be compiled on Linux, 

Windows, ioS, and Mac oS X.

Key benefits:
•	 Create	your	own	workflow.

•	 Integrate	Phenom	into	customer	environment.

•	 Take	full	control.

•	 Create	your	own	UI.

•	 Write	and	implement	your	own	scripts.

Phenom Programming Interface
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#include “phenom.h”

phenom phenom(hostname, username, password);

phenom.SelectimagingDevice(SeMiMDeV);

phenom.SeMacB();

phenom.SeMautofocus();

Scanparamsscanparams(1024, 1024, 16, 

SeM_DetectoR_MoDe_aLL);

acquisition acq = 

phenom.SeMacquireimage(scanparams);

Saveastiff(acq, “image.tiff”);

std::cout << “pixel size is“ << 

hdra.metadata.pixelheight*1e9 << “nm\n”;

std::cout << “Working distance is “ << 

hdra.metadata.workingDistance*1e3 << “mm\n”;

struct image

{

 image();

 image (int width, int height, encoding encoding, int stride_x, int  

 stride_y, void* data);

 ~image();

  

 int width;

 int height;

 encoding encoding;

 int stride_x;

 int stride_y;

 void* data;

 

 typedef boost::shared_ptr<image> ptr;

private:

 image(const image&);

 image& operator=(image&);

};


